S6 Fig. Observed versus predicted emergency department attendances (%) for different age categories, for individual sites
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Group
- Age < 1 years, AUS003
- Age 1 - <2 years, AUS003
- Age 2 - <5 years, AUS003
- Age 5 - <12 years, AUS003
Austria: AUS004

Expected vs. observed for age categories, AUS004

Weeks since 2nd Feb 2020

Group
- Age < 1 years, AUS004
- Age 1 - <2 years, AUS004
- Age 2 - 18 years, AUS004
- Age 2 - <5 years, AUS004
- Age 5 - <12 years, AUS004
France: FR003

Expected vs. observed for age categories, FR003

Group
- Age < 1 years, FR003
- Age 1 - <2 years, FR003
- Age 12 - 18 years, FR003
- Age 2 - 5 years, FR003
- Age 5 - <12 years, FR003

Weeks since 2nd Feb 2020

Observed/Predicted%
Ireland: IRE002

Expected vs. observed for age categories, IRE002

Group:
- Age < 1 years, IRE002
- Age 1 - <2 years, IRE002
- Age 12 - 18 years, IRE002
- Age 2 - <5 years, IRE002
- Age 5 - <12 years, IRE002
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Expected vs. observed for age categories, IRE003

Groups:
- Age < 1 years, IRE003
- Age 1 - <2 years, IRE003
- Age 2 - <5 years, IRE003
- Age 5 - <12 years, IRE003

Weeks since 2nd Feb 2020
Expected vs. observed for age categories, LAT001

Group
- Age < 1 years, LAT001
- Age 1 - <2 years, LAT001
- Age 12 - 18 years, LAT001
- Age 2 - <5 years, LAT001
- Age 5 - <12 years, LAT001
The Netherlands: NL001

Expected vs. observed for age categories, NL001

Group
- Age < 1 years, NL001
- Age 1 - <2 years, NL001
- Age 2 - <5 years, NL001
- Age 5 - <12 years, NL001

Weeks since 2nd Feb 2020

Observed/Predicted[
Expected vs. observed for age categories, TUR002

Group
- Age < 1 years, TUR002
- Age 1 - <2 years, TUR002
- Age 12 - 18 years, TUR002
- Age 2 - <5 years, TUR002
- Age 5 - <12 years, TUR002

Weeks since 2nd Feb 2020

Observed/Predicted [%]
United Kingdom: UK005

Expected vs. observed for age categories, UK005

Weeks since 2nd Feb 2020

Group
- Red: Age < 1 years, UK005
- Yellow: Age 1 - <2 years, UK005
- Green: Age 2 - 18 years, UK005
- Blue: Age 2 - <5 years, UK005
- Pink: Age 5 - <12 years, UK005